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ABSTRACT
Inverse Dynamic Analysis of ACL Reconstructed Knee Joint Biomechanics During Gait and
Cycling Using OpenSim
Megan V. Pottinger
ACL (anterior cruciate ligament) injuries of the knee joint alter biomechanics and may
cause abnormal loading conditions that place patients at a higher risk of developing osteoarthritis
(OA). There are multiple types of ACL reconstruction (ACLR), but all types aim to restore anterior
tibial translation and internal tibial rotation following surgery. Analyzing knee joint contact loads
provide insight into the loading conditions following ACLR that may contribute to the long-term
development of OA. Ten ACLR subjects, who underwent the same reconstruction, performed gait
and cycling experiments while kinematic and kinetic data were collected. Inverse dynamic
analyses were performed on processed data using OpenSim to calculate reconstructed and
contralateral knee joint contact loads which were then compared between gait and cycling at both
moderate and high resistances.
Significant differences were found between gait and cycling at either resistance for
tibiofemoral (TF) compressive, anterior shear, lateral shear forces, and internal abduction and
internal rotation moments for both ACLR and contralateral knees. Anterior shear force was
largest for cycling at a high resistance, however, since the ACL provides a posterior restoring
force and is more engaged at low flexion angles, adjusting for flexion angles when measuring AP
shear forces should be considered. Overall, the calculated loading conditions suggest cycling
provided better joint stability by limiting anterior tibial translation and internal tibial rotation
compared to gait. The results suggest cycling is a better rehabilitation exercise to promote graft
healing and limit abnormal loading conditions that increase the risk of developing OA.
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Chapter 1
1. INTRODUCTION
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injuries of the knee have increased in recent years [1]
and have led to a growing number of patients developing knee osteoarthritis (OA) [2, 3]. OA is an
injury involving the articular cartilage and bone tissues that often results from abnormal
biomechanical loading of the cartilage. ACL reconstruction (ACLR) is common post-injury to
restore ligament and whole knee joint functionality (Fig. 1.1). Without surgery, patients lack knee
stability and may experience abnormal biomechanics placing them at a higher risk for further
injury and OA development [2, 4].
The two most common reconstruction techniques focus on anatomic attachment of the
ACL’s anteromedial (AM) and posterolateral (PM) bundles. The AM bundle engages during knee
flexion and takes most of the load during anterior tibial translation at high flexion angles [5]. The
PM bundle engages during knee extension and resists internal rotation at low flexion angles. A
single-bundle (SB) reconstruction focuses on anatomic attachment of an AM bundle graft to
restore anterior-posterior knee stability. A double-bundle (DB) reconstruction uses two grafts to
recreate both bundles’ functionality [6]. Another factor for reconstruction is attachment sites of the
grafts. An anatomic reconstruction places the grafts at the center of their native attachment site
whereas a non-anatomic reconstruction involves a more vertical graft position [7].
A SB reconstruction replaces only the AM bundle, and thus, is not considered as effective
at resisting tibial rotation as the DB reconstruction [8]. However, a SB reconstruction is most
common due to the technical difficulty of a DB reconstruction and lack of significant difference in
knee range of motion and muscle activation [5, 8]. Additionally, anatomic reconstructions focus on
placing the ACL graft at their native insertion points and are found to restore anterior and
rotational stability better than non-anatomical reconstructions [7]. A reconstruction that restores
ACL stability reduces abnormal knee biomechanics that could lead to irregular knee loading.
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Figure 1.1: Posterior (left) and sagittal (right) views of an FE model of the knee joint, including
the anterior (ACL), posterior (PCL), medial (MCL), and lateral (LCL) cruciate ligaments.

Following all types of reconstructions, knee joint instability has been observed for anterior
tibial translations and internal-external (IE) rotations [1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11]. Tracking
kinematics helps with calculating knee joint contact forces and moments to provide insight into
the impact of reduced knee joint stability on articular cartilage loading. Knee joint contact
tibiofemoral (TF) compressive, anterior-posterior (AP) shear, and medial-lateral (ML) shear forces
estimate loading conditions of the knee joint. Knee joint contact moments, such as abductionadduction (AA), provide insight into the cartilage and ligament loading of the knee. External knee
adduction moments/internal knee abduction moments are linked with increased loading on the
medial tibial cartilage and may increase OA risk in the medial compartment [3, 12]. Over time, the
cyclic impact from abnormal gait loading on TF joint alignment contributes to tissue damage and,
ultimately, are believed to increase incidence of OA [2, 3, 12].
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Rehabilitation exercises are used to help stabilize the knee following ACL injury and
reconstruction surgery. Previous studies found that ACLR knee kinematics vary during gait and
running, primarily in regards to IE rotation [10, 11, 13, 14, 15]. Building the muscles surrounding
the knee, such as the quadriceps and gastrocnemius, improves knee joint stability [16]. Cycling is
recommended for OA at-risk populations due to reduced knee joint compressive forces that arise
to cycling’s status as a non-weight bearing exercises (i.e., the seat, and not the knees, supports
the majority of body weight) [17]. In-vivo ACL strain studies in non-ACLR knees were found to be
relatively low in cycling which may help maintain joint stability cycling during rehabilitation of ACL
injuries and/or surgeries [18, 19]. Also, following reconstruction, the lack of anterior tibial
displacement observed during cycling helps stabilize the joint [20]. However, reconstruction has
been shown to not restore stability at high flexion angles which occur during cycling exercises [9].
Studies regarding non-ACLR knee kinematics have been tested for cycling, but not for
ACLR patients specifically. Many gait and cycling studies have used in-vivo techniques to obtain
knee joint loading, however, for at-risk populations, invasive methods such as these are not ideal
[21, 22]. EMG-driven inverse dynamic (ID) analysis offers a non-invasive method for analyzing
kinematics and kinetics of the knee joint as shown in previous gait studies [23] and has not been
used for evaluating ACLR knee joint contact loads.
The long-term goal of this study is to provide evidence-based guidelines to recommend
rehabilitation exercises for ACLR patients that promote graft healing and reduce the risk of OA
development. In this study, focus was restricted to gait and cycling exercises. The main
hypothesis was that knee joint contact loads (forces and moments) of ACLR patients would differ
in gait and cycling exercises. Due to previous studies finding significant differences in knee joint
kinematics of the reconstructed knee compared to the contralateral knee [13, 24, 14], a
secondary hypothesis was that knee joint contact loads of ACLR patients would differ in the
ACLR and contralateral knees. To address these hypotheses, the specific aims were to (1)
conduct gait and cycling experiments with ACLR patients, (2) perform ID analysis to obtain knee
joint contact loads, and (3) compare knee joint contact loads in the ACLR and contralateral knees
in gait and cycling.
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Chapter 2
2. METHODS
2.1 Participant Selection and Informed Consent
Protocols were approved by our Institutional Review Board and were designed to
minimize risk to human participants. Ten participants (7 female, 3 male) who underwent ACL
anatomic single bundle reconstruction with an autograft by a board certified orthopedic surgeon
(Dr. Otto J. Schueckler) were tested 9-32 (21 ± 7.5) months post-op. Ages ranged between 18-45
(29.9 ± 10.8) years old and all participants were non-obese as classified by body mass index
(BMI) (25.5 ± 3.35). Exclusion criteria included any history of cardiovascular, respiratory, or
metabolic disease/complication, any substantial weight loss or weight gain in the previous 6
months, pre-existing conditions (other than ACLR) that may produce abnormal knee
biomechanics (e.g. varus-valgus misalignment, other joint injuries), and women pregnant or trying
to become pregnant.
After an initial telephone interview to discuss the study and participant eligibility, each
interested participant visited the Human Motion Biomechanics (HMB) lab where the study was
explained in more detail and informed consent was obtained. After obtaining informed consent,
participants completed the Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q), Photographic
Image Release Agreements, and Test Participant Information form. Body weight and height of
each participant were recorded.
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2.2 Equipment

Figure 2.1: Equipment setup for gait (left) and cycling (right) experiments.

The HMB lab utilized a motion analysis system (Motion Analysis Corp. Santa Rosa, CA,
USA) and peripheral equipment which consisted of the following (Fig. 2.1): (1) twelve (6 Owl, 3
Osprey, 2 Kestrel, 1 Eagle) digital cameras (Motion Analysis); (2) Cortex software (Version 7.01,
Motion Analysis) for calibration, setup, data collection, and post-processing; (3) 20 mm
retroreflective markers (Motion Analysis); (4) 4 ground forces plates (Accugait, AMTI, Watertown,
MA, USA) that measured time-dependent ground reaction forces and moments aligned in a
walkway; (5) a stationary bike (Lifecycle GX, Life Fitness, Schiller Park, IL, USA) retrofitted with
custom pedals containing 6-axis load cells (AMTI, Watertown, MA, USA) with markers attached to
track pedal orientation and relate local load cell coordinate system to the Cortex coordinate
system; and (6) 12 wireless EMG sensors (Trigno, Delsys, Natick, MA, USA). The cameras
tracked marker trajectories within the capture volume and kinematic data were recorded in Cortex
software at a frequency of 150 Hz. The kinetic data from the force plates for gait, and load cells
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for cycling, were captured at a frequency of 150 Hz and synchronized with kinematic data within
Cortex. EMG data was collected at a frequency of 1925 Hz and synced using Cortex.

2.3 Experimental Protocol
Following informed consent, participants changed into compression gear. Areas of the
skin where markers/electrodes were placed were cleaned with rubbing alcohol. For 7 participants,
wireless EMG sensors were positioned on the gastrocnemius, vastus lateralis, vastus medialis,
rectus femoris, biceps femoris, and anterior tibialis muscles of each leg. The remaining 3
participants were part of an introductory study, and thus only had EMG sensors placed on one leg
instead of both legs. An enhanced Helen Hayes marker set with 32 retroreflective markers were
placed on anatomical landmarks to track kinematics (Appendix H). A static pose capture (Fig. 2.2)
of the participant was collected to obtain reference knee angles and to perform scaling in
OpenSim (Stanford University, Palo Alto, CA, USA). Medial markers of the knees and ankles and
the top head marker were removed following static capture. For gait, participants performed 3
trials in each direction walking across the force plates at self-selected walking speeds. For
cycling, participants pedaled at a cadence of 70 revolutions per minute (RPM) at moderate (10)
and high (15) machine resistance levels for 30 seconds.

Figure 2.2: Participant standing in static pose in the lab (left), processed static pose in Cortex
(Motion Analysis) (middle), and scaled participant in OpenSim (Stanford) (right).
6

2.4 Analysis
2.4.1 Kinematic and Kinetic Processing

Figure 2.3: Gait (top) and cycling (bottom) simulations in Cortex (Motion Analysis) (left) and
OpenSim (Stanford) (right).

The static, 3 gait, and 3 cycling trials were processed using Cortex to obtain marker
trajectories (i.e. kinematic data) (Fig. 2.3). Kinematic data were filtered using a 4th order
7

Butterworth filter at a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz. Kinematic and kinetic data were exported to
Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA) for formatting to use in OpenSim (Stanford University,
Palo Alto, CA, USA). In Matlab, kinetic data were filtered using a 4th order Butterworth filter at a
cutoff frequency of 6 Hz and EMG data were filtered using a bandpass filter of 20Hz to 450Hz
[25].

2.4.2 OpenSim Processing

Figure 2.4: Flowchart of the analysis performed in OpenSim.

An OpenSim musculoskeletal model, with 1-degree of freedom (flexion) at the knee, was
scaled to each participant using the static trial data [26] (Fig. 2.4). Dynamic trial kinematic data
were inputted into the Inverse Kinematics (IK) tool to output joint kinematics. Those results were
used with kinetic data to run Residual Reduction Algorithm (RRA). The RRA tool uses Newton’s
Second Law to equate external forces with the motion of the model to then output a model with
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corrected segment masses, adjusted torso mass center, and optimized kinematics; RRA adds
pelvic residual forces then optimizes kinematics to minimize these residuals. For cycling, the
forces from the handlebars and seat were not measured, thus to ensure RRA was able to run, the
pelvis translational coordinates were locked after running IK to model the pelvis as a ball and
socket joint. The adjusted model, optimized kinematics, and kinetic data were all used to run the
Static Optimization (SO) tool. SO used the model’s motion to solve for unknown generalized
forces (i.e. joint forces and moments) and outputs the estimated forces. Those results were then
used with the other inputs to conduct Joint Reaction (JR) analysis which produces the model’s
joint contact forces and moments. See Appendix A for further descriptions of OpenSim tools.
Results were trimmed to 1 full gait cycle (0% = 1st heel strike, 100% = 2nd heel strike) or
crank revolution (Fig. 2.5) (0% = 1st top dead center (0 deg.), 100% = 2nd top dead center (360
deg.)). A Matlab code was used to average each participant’s 3 trials for each leg. The average
knee joint contact force and moments were normalized by body weight (BW; N) and by mass
multiplied by height (kg-m), respectively [27]. TF compressive, anterior shear, and medial shear
forces, as well as abduction, internal, and flexion moments, were defined as positive. Power
output calculations were performed for each cycling trial based on a nearly constant cadence of
70 RPM (Appendix I).

Figure 2.5: The coordinate system (left) used to define the crank angle of the stationary bike
(right).
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2.4.3 Statistical Analysis
Two-way repeated measures ANOVA and Tukey post-hoc tests were conducted to
analyze the effect of knee status (reconstructed/contralateral) and exercise type (gait/moderate
cycling/strenuous cycling) on the minimum and maximum knee joint contact forces and moments.
The positive direction of each force and moment accounts for a specific direction, and thus,
determining the minimum and maximum of each load ensures the peak of each load is analyzed.
Significance for all tests was defined by p<0.05.
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Chapter 3
3. RESULTS
Self-selected walking speeds were 1.27 ± 0.13 m/s. Cycling at moderate and high
resistances produced power levels of 28.11 ± 6.55 Watts and 88.01 ± 9.96 Watts, respectively
(Appendix I).
TF compressive (p < 0.001), minimum AP shear (p < 0.001), and minimum ML shear (p <
0.001) forces were significantly different for gait compared to cycling at either resistance (Fig.
3.1). Maximum AP shear force was significantly different for cycling at a high resistance
compared to gait (C2 ACLR vs G ACLR: p= 0.005; C2 ACLR vs G contralateral: p = 0.004; C2
contralateral vs G ACLR: p = 0.001; C2 contralateral vs G contralateral: p = 0.001) and cycling at
a moderate resistance (C2 ACLR vs C1 ACLR: p = 0.001; C2 ACLR vs C1 contralateral: p =
0.001; C2 contralateral vs C1 ACLR: p < 0.001; C2 contralateral vs C1 contralateral: p < 0.001).
Maximum ML shear force was significantly different for the ACLR knee during gait compared to
cycling at a moderate resistance for either knee (ACLR: p = 0.009; Contralateral: p = 0.011).
Similar loads were found between the ACLR and contralateral knees for the maximum and
minimum of all other knee joint contact forces. The results from the post-hoc Tukey tests following
the two-way repeated measures ANOVA tests are summarized in Appendix C. The average and
standard deviation of the maximum and minimum values of each force is summarized in Table B1 and Table B-2, respectively.
Maximum AA (p < 0.001) and minimum IE (p < 0.001) moments were significantly
different for gait compared to cycling at either resistance (Fig. 3.2). Maximum IE moment was
significantly different for cycling at a moderate resistance compared to gait (C1 ACLR vs G
ACLR: p = 0.019; C1 ACLR vs G contralateral: p = 0.003; C1 contralateral vs G ACLR: p = 0.033;
C1 contralateral vs G contralateral: p = 0.006) and cycling at a high resistance (C1 ACLR vs C2
ACLR: p = 0.011; C1 ACLR vs C2 contralateral: p = 0.001; C1 contralateral vs C2 ACLR: p =
0.020; C1 contralateral vs C2 contralateral: p = 0.003).
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of knee joint contact forces between gait (G), cycling at moderate
resistance (C1), and cycling at high resistance (C2) for ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and
contralateral knees. Positive AP and ML shear forces are anteriorly and medially directed,
respectively. * = significantly different than both ACLR and contralateral results for C1 and C2
(p<0.05); + = significantly different than both ACLR and contralateral results for G and C1
(p<0.05); ** = significantly different from ACLR and contralateral results for C1 (p<0.05).
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of knee joint contact moments between gait (G), cycling at moderate
resistance (C1), and cycling at high resistance (C2) for ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and
contralateral knees. Positive AA, IE, and FE are abduction, internal, and flexion directed
moments. * = significantly different than both ACLR and contralateral results for C1 and C2
(p<0.05); + = significantly different than both ACLR and contralateral results for G and C2
(p<0.05).
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Figure 3.3: Knee flexion angle vs. TF compressive and AP shear force for gait (G), cycling at
moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at high resistance (C2) for ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and
contralateral knees. Positive AP shear is anteriorly directed.

A one-way ANOVA test comparing the ACLR and contralateral knees during gait at 1 st
flexion peak, minimum flexion angle, and 2 nd flexion peak found no significant difference
(Appendix E). Compressive force plotted against knee flexion angles found that peak
compressive force during gait, cycling at a moderate power level, and cycling at a high power
level for ACLR and contralateral knees occurred at 8.5, 5.6, 43.2, 42.3, 56.9, and 60.9 degrees,
respectively (Fig. 3.3). Flexion angles at which maximum AP shear force occurred in the ACLR
and contralateral knees during gait, cycling at a moderate power level, and cycling at a high
power level, was 18.4, 19.2. 115.8, 107.6, 86.3, and 82.7 degrees, respectively. These results
suggest that peak compressive and AP shear forces occur at lower flexion angles for gait
compared to cycling at either resistance.
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Chapter 4
4. DISCUSSION
The results from this study support the hypothesis that knee joint contact loads in ACLR
patients differ in gait and cycling. Significantly different TF compressive, AP shear, and ML shear
forces were found for gait compared to cycling. The results suggest that cycling, and possibly
other non-weight bearing exercises, may limit abnormal knee cartilage loads and, thus, may be
more ideal for limiting OA risk in ACL injured and reconstructed patients [23]. Cycling at either
resistance reduced the TF compressive force compared to gait. The significantly larger laterally
directed shear force in gait compared to cycling may place at-risk populations at a higher risk as
well. AP shear force was largest in cycling at a high power level, however, since the ACL
predominately applies a posteriorly directed shear force, if the shear force was adjusted for
flexion angle, this result suggests lower ACL strain and anterior tibial translation during cycling
[20].
Cycling power levels produced some variance in shear forces. The ACLR medially
directed shear force was significantly higher during gait compared to cycling at a moderate power
level for either knee. This was the only loading that found a significant difference between the
ACLR and contralateral knees. The moderate power level also produced significantly lower IE
rotation (internally directed) moment compared to gait and cycling at a high-power level. Higher
power levels during cycling were found to produce larger anteriorly directed shear forces,
compared to gait and cycling at a moderate power level. Lower anterior forces mean less anterior
tibial displacement, less loading of the ACL, and more normal knee joint positioning. The impact
of power levels on shear forces and moments shows power levels should be considered when
designing a rehabilitation exercise program. A limitation of this study was the power output levels
analyzed. These were low compared to power output of regular cycling exercise, and thus, lower
forces were observed [22]. However, the resistances selected for this study were ideal to avoid
excessive loading of the ACL.
Internal abduction moments and external rotation moments were significantly higher for
gait than cycling at either resistance. Internal knee abduction moment helps estimate the medial
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to lateral cartilage loading, and thus, a large internal abduction moment is likely due to altered
biomechanics that increase loading on the medial compartment and stretches ligaments on the
lateral side that produce a restoring force. Studies have found that OA to be most common in the
medial compartment for ACLR patients [3]. The larger external rotation moment found in gait
shows less IE rotational stability compared to cycling. ACLR patients are found to have IE
instability so it is ideal to limit IE moments. These results suggest making cycling a preferred
exercise for limiting OA development and to increase knee joint stability.

Figure 4.1: Sagittal plane diagram depicting the forces acting on the proximal tibia. Forces shown
are due to the hamstrings, quadriceps, anterior cruciate ligament (ACL), and posterior cruciate
ligament (PCL).

The peak TF compressive force in gait occurred at low flexion angles (Fig. 3.3) around
heel-touch and before toe-off during the gait cycle. In this study, the posterior shear force
observed only in gait occurred at low flexion angles which is where previous studies have found
ACL strain to be the largest [16]. ACL injuries are thought to occur often at low flexion angles
because the angle of the ACL is high relative to the tibia plateau, and thus a large ACL restraining
force is needed to counter the anterior shear (Fig. 4.1). During cycling, in vivo studies of ACL
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strain found no significant difference in ACL strain with changes in power level or cadence and
the overall mean peak strain value was low compared to other rehabilitation exercises [19].
Although this study found larger maximum AP shear forces for cycling at a high power level
compared to gait, it is important to note that these peak values occurred at higher flexion angles,
and at higher flexion angles the ACL is more aligned with the direction of the restoring posterior
force. This entails that compared to gait, the ACL loads may have been substantially lower during
cycling at a moderate power level and may have even been lower in cycling at a high power level.
These results suggest that cycling requires a lower ACL restraining force making it an ideal
rehabilitation exercise for ACLR participants as this is beneficial for graft healing. However, no
analysis regarding ACL angles was performed in this study, thus further testing is needed to
confirm that large AP shear forces at high flexion angles result in less ACL strain than small AP
shear forces at low flexion angles.
This study was limited to flexion for its kinematic analysis during OpenSim due to the use
of the one-degree of freedom model [28]. Previous studies also found knee flexion to be similar
between the ACLR and contralateral knees [13]. However, a significant difference in IE rotation
between ACLR and contralateral knees during stance phase was found, with most participants
producing a more externally rotated tibia relative to the contralateral knee. Similar rotational
offsets have been found in a variety of activities studies [24, 29, 4, 15] and combined knee valgus
and internal rotation moments increase ACL strain [1], suggesting the rotational offset may cause
degeneration of the cartilage. These findings were obtained with in vivo measurements and knee
joint simulations. The results of this study are similar to those obtained using non-invasive
methods, thus the novel methods used in this study show knee kinematic and kinetic data can be
obtained non-invasively. The model used in this study is designed so that the small amount of
axial rotation observed during joint flexion is used to help define the flexion angle, and thus,
flexion angles outputted may include slight differences in knee rotations [30]. Future studies
should use a more robust musculoskeletal model in OpenSim along with the methods developed
from this study to analyze additional kinematic degrees of freedom at the knee. Recently
developed OpenSim models that are designed for tasks involving high flexion angles [31] or
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analyze medial and lateral TF contact forces [32] should be considered. In addition, utilizing
algorithms to correct for errors due to soft tissue artifact and crosstalk should be used to obtain
more accurate estimates of AA and IE kinematics of ACLR patients.
A limitation of this study was the assumption that minimal pelvic residuals from RRA were
ideal. For gait, these were close to zero, but not for cycling. A previous study measured
handlebar loads on a treadmill and found those were comparable to minimized pelvic residuals
[33]. Future work is being conducted to measured seat and handlebar forces during cycling and
create handlebar and seat equivalent (HBSE) forces. The HBSE forces will then be used to
validate the pelvic residuals obtained following RRA to ensure OpenSim produces realistic
minimized pelvic residuals for cycling analyses. Overall, this study proved that calculating knee
joint contact loads during cycling is possible in OpenSim and these methods may be utilized to
study other possible rehabilitation exercises.
Static optimization limited this study due to its method of estimating muscle forces to
calculate knee joint contact forces. Computed muscle control (CMC) is a similar tool found in
OpenSim that can utilize EMG data when calculating knee joint forces. Only 7 out of the 10
subjects in this study had 6 EMG sensors on each leg, thus EMG-driven ID analysis could not be
performed on all subjects. For the 7 subjects with EMG data, this analysis was performed, and a
summary of the results can be found in Appendix D. Paired t-tests were conducted for all knee
joint contact forces and moments to compare the use of SO versus CMC (Appendix F). SO and
CMC produced significantly different results and this comparison is summarized in Appendix E.
Similar maximum and minimum values were found between the ACLR and contralateral
knees for the majority of the loads analyzed in this study. This suggests that cycling may be a
preferred exercise for not only ACLR participants, but for other populations that are at risk for
developing knee OA.
Gait had higher compressive, posteriorly directed AP shear, and laterally directed ML
shear forces, and abduction directed AA and externally directed IE moments. The TF
compressive and ML shear forces as well as high AA moment may be contributing to the altered
cartilage loading putting ACLR patients at risk for OA. The AP shear force and IE moment show
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signs of knee joint instability. These factors provide evidence towards using cycling as a
rehabilitation and fitness-sustaining exercise. However, the power level for cycling was found to
be significant for anteriorly directed AP shear and medially directed ML shear forces, and
internally direction IE moment suggesting cycling at lower power levels should be considered
when designing a rehabilitation exercise program for ACLR patients.
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APPENDIX A: OpenSim Tools
Scale Tool: A model with virtual markers is scaled using the measured distances between
markers in static pose and the scale factors in the setup file (Fig. 2.2). Scaling works by shifting
the model to align the virtual markers with the experimental markers placed on anatomical
positions. The distances between markers are used to scale each segment of the model. The
participant’s overall mass is inputted in the setup file and segment masses are distributed
accordingly.
Inverse Kinematics (IK): The IK tool uses the experimental marker locations to compute the
coordinate values (joint angles) at each time step. Marker errors are minimized using a weighted
least squares problem. A coordinate file may be used to assist with calculations, however, for this
study, no coordinate files were used during IK.
Residual Reduction Algorithm (RRA): RRA uses Newton’s second law (Eq. A-1) to equate the
results from IK with the inputted kinetics. This is done by using forward dynamics and adding 6
residuals at the pelvis (Eq. A-2) to determine mass distribution and optimize kinematics.
𝐹 = 𝑚𝑎

(𝐴 − 1)

𝐹 + 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑠 = 𝑚𝑎

(𝐴 − 2)

An actuators file, which contains the minimums and maximums of the model’s muscles, is
adjusted with each iteration of RRA to minimize pelvic residual forces. The outputted model has
an adjusted torso mass center to account for the model “leaning” due to inaccuracies of weight
distribution and torso geometries. Recommended mass changes are outputted but must be
manually inputted into the model’s segment properties. These mass adjustments are based on
minimizing the Fy residual. RRA is considered completed when the mass adjustments are
minimal, and the pelvic residual forces and moments are below 10 N and 50 Nm, respectively.
Static Optimization (SO): The Static Optimization tool uses the model’s kinematics and kinetics
to solve for the unknown forces (joint moments, muscle force, etc.) based on predefined muscle
activation-to-force definitions (Eq. A-3, A-4, A-5).
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𝑛

∑ (𝑎𝑚 𝐹𝑚0 )𝑟𝑚.𝑗 = 𝜏𝑗

(𝐴 − 3)

𝑚=1

𝑛

∑ [𝑎𝑚 𝑓(𝐹𝑚0 , 𝑙𝑚 , 𝑣𝑚 )]𝑟𝑚.𝑗 = 𝜏𝑗

(𝐴 − 4)

𝑚=1

𝑛

𝐽 = ∑ ( 𝑎𝑚 ) 𝑝

(𝐴 − 5)

𝑚=1

n = number of muscles in the model
am = activation level of muscle m
Fm0 = maximum isometric force
lm = muscle length
vm = shortening velocity
f(Fm0,lm,vm) = force-length-velocity surface*
rm,j = moment arm about joint j
τj = generalized force acting about joint j
p = user-defined constant
Muscle activations are estimated based on published muscle activity for different body motions.
The forces file containing the generalized forces is outputted from this tool then used to perform
Joint Reaction analysis.
Joint Reaction (JR) Analysis: JR analysis uses all loads and model motion to calculate joint
forces and moments between consecutive segments of the model. The reaction is assumed at
the joint center of the proximal (parent) and distal (child) segments and the output can be
expressed in either segment frames or the ground frame. This study looked at the forces in the
local frame on the tibia (child/distal segment).
Computed Muscle Control (CMC): CMC works in a similar manner to SO, but instead of
estimating muscle activations it uses EMG data to compute generalized forces.
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APPENDIX B: Joint Reaction Analysis Results Using Static Optimization

Table B-1: Summary of maximum average knee joint contact forces and moments obtained from
joint reaction analysis for ACLR and Contralateral knees during Gait (G), Cycling Resistance 1,
(C1), and Cycling Resistance 2 (C2) training (n=10)..

Maximum
AP Force

G

C1

C2

ACLR

0.807  0.376

0.729  0.317

1.481  0.560

Contralateral

0.809  0.350

0.717  0.288

1.502  0.459

ACLR

3.909  1.156

0.555  0.147

0.726  0.257

Contralateral

3.846  0.813

0.561  0.186

0.690  0.241

ACLR

0.105  0.072

0.037  0.041

0.078  0.059

Contralateral

0.101  0.073

0.033  0.017

0.072  0.027

ACLR

0.264  0.061

0.021  0.040

0.047  0.067

Contralateral

0.283  0.106

0.028  0.047

0.057  0.086

ACLR

0.059  0.026

-0.001  0.005

0.001  0.010

Contralateral

0.082  0.049

0.001  0.009

0.000  0.012

ACLR

0.051  0.027

0.032  0.013

0.050  0.021

Contralateral

0.060  0.034

0.034  0.011

0.042  0.021

Comp Force

ML Force

AA Moment

IE Moment

FE Moment
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Table B-2: Summary of minimum average knee joint contact forces and moments obtained from
joint reaction analysis for ACLR and Contralateral knees during Gait (G), Cycling Resistance 1,
(C1), and Cycling Resistance 2 (C2) training (n=10)..
Minimum

G

C1

C2

ACLR

-0.060  0.059

0.105  0.072

0.124  0.073

Contralateral

-0.082  0.082

0.111  0.043

0.129  0.041

ACLR

0.001  0.019

0.016  0.117

0.037  0.075

Contralateral

0.092  0.285

0.000  0.076

0.016  0.072

ACLR

-0.161  0.057

-0.018  0.016

-0.023  0.025

Contralateral

-0.171  0.035

-0.016  0.015

-0.024  0.020

ACLR

-0.056  0.016

-0.036  0.028

-0.062  0.064

Contralateral

-0.047  0.038

-0.040  0.033

-0.067  0.060

ACLR

-0.078  0.031

-0.043  0.017

-0.084  0.031

Contralateral

-0.088  0.034

-0.044  0.013

-0.087  0.025

ACLR

-0.019  0.040

-0.002  0.009

-0.003  0.010

Contralateral

-0.020  0.028

-0.003  0.006

-0.005  0.009

AP Force

Comp Force

ML Force

AA Moment

IE Moment

FE Moment
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Figure B-1: Average anterior(+)-posterior(-) knee joint contact force during gait (G), cycling at a
moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training (n=10).
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G Comp Force [N/N]
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Figure B-2: Average compressive knee joint contact force during gait (G), cycling at a moderate
resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training (n=10).
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G ML Force [N/N]
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Figure B-3: Average medial(+)-lateral(-) knee joint contact force during gait (G), cycling at a
moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training (n=10).
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Figure B-4: Average abduction(+)-adduction(-) knee joint contact moment during gait (G), cycling
at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training (n=10).
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G IE Moment [Nm/kg·m]
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Figure B-5: Average internal(+)-external(-) rotation knee joint contact moment during gait (G),
cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training (n=10).
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Figure B-6: Average flexion(+)-extension(-) knee joint contact moment during gait (G), cycling at
a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training (n=10).
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APPENDIX C: Statistical Summary of Joint Reaction Results
Two Way Repeated Measures ANOVA with Post-Hoc Tukey Test

Figure C-1: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing TF
compressive force between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high
resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using inverse
dynamics (SO).
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Figure C-2: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
maximum AP shear force between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at
a high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using inverse
dynamics (SO).
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Figure C-3: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
minimum AP shear force between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at
a high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using inverse
dynamics (SO).
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Figure C-4: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
maximum ML shear force between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at
a high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using inverse
dynamics (SO).
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Figure C-5: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
minimum ML shear force between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at
a high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using inverse
dynamics (SO).
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Figure C-6: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
maximum AA moment between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a
high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using inverse
dynamics (SO).
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Figure C-7: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
minimum AA moment between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a
high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using inverse
dynamics (SO).
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Figure C-8: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
maximum IE moment between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a
high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using inverse
dynamics (SO).
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Figure C-9: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
minimum IE moment between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a
high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using inverse
dynamics (SO).
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Figure C-10: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
maximum FE moment between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a
high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using inverse
dynamics (SO).
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Figure C-11: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
minimum FE moment between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a
high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using inverse
dynamics (SO).
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Figure C-12: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing TF
compressive force between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high
resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using EMG-driven
inverse dynamics (CMC).
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Figure C-13: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
maximum AP shear force between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at
a high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using EMGdriven inverse dynamics (CMC).
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Figure C-14: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
minimum AP shear force between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at
a high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using EMGdriven inverse dynamics (CMC).
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Figure C-15: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
maximum ML shear force between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at
a high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using EMGdriven inverse dynamics (CMC).
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Figure C-16: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
minimum ML shear force between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at
a high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using EMGdriven inverse dynamics (CMC).
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Figure C-17: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
maximum AA moment between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a
high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using EMG-driven
inverse dynamics (CMC).
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Figure C-18: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
minimum AA moment between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a
high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using EMG-driven
inverse dynamics (CMC).
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Figure C-19: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
maximum IE moment between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a
high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using EMG-driven
inverse dynamics (CMC).
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Figure C-20: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
minimum IE moment between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a
high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using EMG-driven
inverse dynamics (CMC).
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Figure C-21: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
maximum FE moment between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a
high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using EMG-driven
inverse dynamics (CMC).
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Figure C-22: Statistical summary of two-way ANOVA test and post-hoc Tukey test comparing
minimum FE moment between gait (G), cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a
high resistance (C2) for the ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and contralateral knees using EMG-driven
inverse dynamics (CMC).
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APPENDIX D: Joint Reaction Analysis Results Using Computed Muscle Control

Figure D-1: Comparison of knee joint contact forces between gait (G), cycling at moderate
resistance (C1), and cycling at high resistance (C2) for ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and
contralateral knees using EMG-driven inverse dynamics analysis. Positive AP and ML shear
forces are anteriorly and medially directed, respectively. * = significantly different than both ACLR
and contralateral results for C1 and C2 (p<0.05); + = significantly different than results from
ACLR C1 (p<0.05).
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Figure D-2: Comparison of knee joint contact moments between gait (G), cycling at moderate
resistance (C1), and cycling at high resistance (C2) for ACL reconstructed (ACLR) and
contralateral knees using EMG-driven inverse dynamics analysis. Positive AA, IE, and FE are
abduction, internal, and flexion directed moments. * = significantly different than both ACLR and
contralateral results for C1 and C2 (p<0.05); + = significantly different than all other groups
(p<0.05); ** = significantly different than both ACLR and contralateral results for C1 and ACLR
results for C2 (p<0.05); ++ = significantly different than both ACLR and contralateral results for G
(p<0.05).
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Table D-1: Summary of maximum average knee joint contact forces and moments obtained from
joint reaction analysis for ACLR and Contralateral knees during Gait (G), Cycling Resistance 1,
(C1), and Cycling Resistance 2 (C2) training (n=10) using EMG-driven inverse dynamics.

Maximum
AP Force

G

C1

C2

ACLR

1.196  0.435

2.517  0.486

2.372  0.500

Contralateral

0.926  0.210

2.737  0.501

2.444  0.444

ACLR

1.611 0.624

0.794  0.235

1.114  0.318

Contralateral

3.734  0.473

0.940  0.294

1.242  0.289

ACLR

0.138  0.056

0.110  0.015

0.129  0.029

Contralateral

0.130  0.029

0.110  0.016

0.114  0.025

ACLR

0.317  0.031

0.025  0.012

0.038  0.018

Contralateral

0.385  0.058

0.036  0.023

0.047  0.025

ACLR

0.072  0.022

0.090  0.027

0.085  0.024

Contralateral

0.073  0.021

0.085  0.024

0.082  0.039

ACLR

0.052  0.021

0.130  0.056

0.109  0.045

Contralateral

0.048  0.022

0.108  0.030

0.103  0.024

Comp Force

ML Force

AA Moment

IE Moment

FE Moment
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Table D-2: Summary of minimum average knee joint contact forces and moments obtained from
joint reaction analysis for ACLR and Contralateral knees during Gait (G), Cycling Resistance 1,
(C1), and Cycling Resistance 2 (C2) training (n=10) using EMG-driven inverse dynamics.
Minimum

G

C1

C2

ACLR

-0.031  0.068

0.300  0.105

0.441  0.092

Contralateral

-0.053  0.041

0.371  0.131

0.506  0.139

ACLR

0.262  0.073

-0.032  0.193

0.056  0.172

Contralateral

0.250  0.090

0.043  0.166

0.053  0.178

ACLR

-0.090  0.060

0.014  0.008

0.022  0.020

Contralateral

-0.095  0.021

0.012  0.012

0.020  0.012

ACLR

-0.058  0.041

-0.058  0.023

-0.093  0.046

Contralateral

-0.044  0.011

-0.062  0.021

-0.085  0.047

ACLR

-0.091  0.018

-0.014  0.017

-0.045  0.027

Contralateral

-0.087  0.008

-0.016  0.016

-0.064  0.028

ACLR

-0.035  0.027

0.018  0.010

0.025  0.012

Contralateral

-0.047  0.029

0.027  0.010

0.033  0.012

AP Force

Comp Force

ML Force

AA Moment

IE Moment

FE Moment
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Figure D-3: Average anterior(+)-posterior(-) knee joint contact force during gait (G), cycling at a
moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training (n=7).
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Figure D-4: Average compressive knee joint contact force during gait (G), cycling at a moderate
resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training (n=7).
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Figure D-5: Average medial(+)-lateral(-) knee joint contact force during gait (G), cycling at a
moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training (n=7).
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Figure D-6: Average abduction(+)-adduction(-) knee joint contact moment during gait (G), cycling
at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training (n=7).
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Figure D-7: Average internal(+)-external(-) rotation knee joint contact moment during gait (G),
cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training (n=7).
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Figure D-8: Average flexion(+)-extension(-) knee joint contact moment during gait (G), cycling at
a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training (n=7).
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APPENDIX E: Comparison of Joint Reaction Results Using Inverse Dynamics (SO) and
EMG-Driven Inverse Dynamics (CMC)
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Figure E-1: Average anterior(+)-posterior(-) knee joint contact force during gait (G), cycling at a
moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training using EMG-driven
inverse dynamics (CMC) and inverse dynamics (SO) (n=7).
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Figure E-2: Average compressive knee joint contact force during gait (G), cycling at a moderate
resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training using EMG-driven inverse
dynamics (CMC) and inverse dynamics (SO) (n=7).
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Figure E-3: Average medial(+)-lateral(-) knee joint contact force during gait (G), cycling at a
moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training using EMG-driven
inverse dynamics (CMC) and inverse dynamics (SO) (n=7).
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Figure E-4: Average abduction(+)-adduction(-) knee joint contact moment during gait (G), cycling
at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training using EMG-driven
inverse dynamics (CMC) and inverse dynamics (SO) (n=7).
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Figure E-5: Average internal(+)-external(-) rotation knee joint contact moment during gait (G),
cycling at a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training using EMGdriven inverse dynamics (CMC) and inverse dynamics (SO) (n=7).
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Figure E-6: Average flexion(+)-extension(-) knee joint contact moment during gait (G), cycling at
a moderate resistance (C1), and cycling at a high resistance (C2) training using EMG-driven
inverse dynamics (CMC) and inverse dynamics (SO) (n=7).
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APPENDIX F: Statistical Summary Comparing CMC and SO Results
Table F-1: Paired t-test results comparing maximum and minimum forces and moments obtained
from inverse dynamics (SO) and EMG-driven inverse dynamics (CMC). *Significance defined by
p<0.05.
Load

P-Value

TF Compressive

0.072

Max AP Shear

<0.001*

Min AP Shear

<0.001*

Max ML Shear

<0.001*

Min ML Shear

<0.001*

Max AA Moment

<0.001*

Min AA Moment

0.383

Max IE Moment

<0.001*

Min IE Moment

0.003*

Max FE Moment

<0.001*

Min Fe Moment

0.036*

Figure F-1: Results of paired t-test comparing difference in TF ompressive using inverse
dynamics (CMC) and EMG-driven inverse dynamics (SO).
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Figure F-2: Results of paired t-test comparing difference in maximum AP shear using inverse
dynamics (CMC) and EMG-driven inverse dynamics (SO).

Figure F-3: Results of paired t-test comparing difference in minimum AP shear using inverse
dynamics (CMC) and EMG-driven inverse dynamics (SO).
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Figure F-4: Results of paired t-test comparing difference in maximum ML shear using inverse
dynamics (CMC) and EMG-driven inverse dynamics (SO).

Figure F-5: Results of paired t-test comparing difference in minimum ML shear using inverse
dynamics (CMC) and EMG-driven inverse dynamics (SO).
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Figure F-6: Results of paired t-test comparing difference in maximum AA moment using inverse
dynamics (CMC) and EMG-driven inverse dynamics (SO).

Figure F-7: Results of paired t-test comparing difference in minimum AA moment using inverse
dynamics (CMC) and EMG-driven inverse dynamics (SO).
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Figure F-8: Results of paired t-test comparing difference in maximum IE moment using inverse
dynamics (CMC) and EMG-driven inverse dynamics (SO).

Figure F-9: Results of paired t-test comparing difference in maximum IE moment using inverse
dynamics (CMC) and EMG-driven inverse dynamics (SO).
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Figure F-10: Results of paired t-test comparing difference in maximum FE moment using inverse
dynamics (CMC) and EMG-driven inverse dynamics (SO).

Figure F-11: Results of paired t-test comparing difference in minimum FE moment using inverse
dynamics (CMC) and EMG-driven inverse dynamics (SO).
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APPENDIX G: Knee Flexion Summary
One-Way Repeated Measures ANOVA Test

Figure G-1: Summary of one-way ANOVA test results comparing the 1st flexion peak during gait
for ACLR and contralateral knees.
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Figure G-2: Summary of one-way ANOVA test results comparing the minimum flexion angle
during gait for ACLR and contralateral knees.
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Figure G-3: Summary of one-way ANOVA test results comparing the 2nd flexion peak during gait
for ACLR and contralateral knees.
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APPENDIX H: Enhanced Helen Hayes Marker Set

Figure H-1: Representation of the 32 markers used in an enhanced Helen Hayes marker set.

The marker set used for these experiments follows a modified Helen Hayes marker set.
This is due to the OpenSim model used for this analysis not having arms and additional markers
placed on the knees and hips for more accurate kinematic data.
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APPENDIX I: Cycling Power Output Calculations
Power output calculations for the cycling were based on crank length (172 mm), crank
angle (Fig. 2.5), and instrumented load cell forces (Fig. I-1). For each crank cycle analyzed, the
moment at each time point during the crank cycle was computed (Eq. I-3). The power of each leg
was computed by multiplying the average moment over a crank cycle by the cadence (Eq. I-4).
The average power of both legs for each cycle was summed.

Figure I-1: Depiction of the Cortex coordinate system used for load cell (Fx, Fz) forces and crank
vector (CVx, CVz) orientation.
𝐶𝑉𝑥 = −.172 × sin(𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒)

Eq. I-1

𝐶𝑉𝑧 = .172 × cos(𝐶𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝐴𝑛𝑔𝑙𝑒)

Eq. I-2

𝑀𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = 𝐹𝑧 × 𝐶𝑉𝑥 + 𝐹𝑥 × 𝐶𝑉𝑧

Eq. I-3

𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 (𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑠) =

70 𝑅𝑃𝑀 × 2𝜋 𝑟𝑎𝑑
60 sec

× 𝑀𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐴𝑣𝑒
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Eq. 1-4

